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given mass of surface air, instead of tending to remain cbnstant, would rapidly increase.
The more rapid the loss of heat by the surface the more rapid also the loss of heat by the adjacent air, and the swifter its flow, if the slope is sufficient; but, on the other hand, the swifter the flow the more rapid the dynamical gain of heat, and also the greater the retarding effect of surface friction. Hence an automatic adjustment between free-air gradient, velocity of flow, and rate of loss of heat to the radiating surface, is always in operation. Furthermore, as this automatic adjustment prevents the air next the surface from becoming greatly colder than the free air at the same level, and as the latter cools only slowly, it follows that the temperature along the valley walls cannot decrease at all rapidly except below the inversion level (the nearer the bottom the more pronounced), as presently explained.
Initially, when the temperature of the free air everywhere over the valley decreases with elevation, the speed of the surface air down at least the steepest portions of the cooling walls is quite certain to be sufficient to make its dynamical gain of heat exceed its conduction loss and therefore to cause its temperature to increase with descent. As the bottom of the valley is approached, however, the rate of vertical descent and the consequent dynamical heating become less and less, and finally cease altogether, except in so far as there is drainage along the valley. At and near the bottom, then, where the dynamical heating is absent, or small, the temperature of the surface and the adjacent air necessarily decrease more or less rapidly. In a short while, therefore, the valley basin begins to fill with a river of cold air. The first incoming air doubtless overflows the original bottom layer, but in so doing gets separated from the cooling surface, and in position itself to be underrun by such other air as has cooled to a lower temperature, and this in turn by still colder air, and so on. In this way a temperature inversion is established in the valley. Below the inversion level (level of maximum temperature) the surface flow, though still active, is so decreased in rate of descent that the contact cooling exceeds the dynamical heating. The surface air could not otherwise here underrun the free air since the temperature of the latter decreases, as explained, with decrease of altitude below the inversion level. Above the inversion level the temperature of the down-flowing air, since it cannot anywhere greatly differ from that of the free air at the same elevation, necessarily increases, in general, with descent.
A valley wall produces local cooling up in the atmosphere, guides the resulting drainage of cold air and more or less controls its velocity, while the temperature gradient of the free air (modified over the valley bottom by the inflow from the sides) limits and largely determines the ratio of velocity of flow to rate of loss of heat (not cooling) by the surface air. In the case, therefore, of well-defined valleys it appears that there must

